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Deluxe King James gift and award Bible. . .packaged especially for women.This award Bible

featuring the complete text of the beloved King James Version, makes an ideal presentation for

commencements, Vacation Bible Schools, Sunday school graduations, and other gift-giving

occasions...or even yourself. Recipients will appreciate their own copy of the holy scripture,

especially this handsome volume with helpful study features.Includes:Presentation pageComplete

Old and New Testament textWords of Christ in red32-page study helps section,

includingDictionary/concordance66 Bible books at a glanceBible reading planKey sayings of

JesusGreat promises of scriptureTimeline of important Bible eventsColorful mapsAnd more

Series: King James Bible

Imitation Leather: 704 pages

Publisher: Barbour Bibles; Lea Dlx Gf edition (August 1, 2012)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1616265183

ISBN-13: 978-1616265182

Product Dimensions:  5.4 x 1.3 x 8.2 inches

Shipping Weight: 1.2 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.5 out of 5 stars       526 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #3,616 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #21 inÃ‚Â Books > Christian Books &

Bibles > Bibles   #638 inÃ‚Â Books > Religion & Spirituality

This award Bible, featuring the complete text of the King James Version, makes an ideal

presentation for commencements, Vacation Bible Schools, Sunday school graduations, and other

gift-giving occasions. Featuring the words of Christ in red, a dictionary and concordance, Bible

books-at-a-glance, annual Bible reading plan, time line,Ã‚Â maps, and more, this KJV Deluxe Gift &

Award Bible is packaged with a feminine touch.

66 Bible Books at a Glance

I ordered 2 pieces of this KJV Bible for my friend's birthday gift.I love the it's embroidered/emboss

cover and and all of it!!! Very neat and elegant for girls like meThanks ! See actual photos below..



This is a very nice Bible, It also has in the back a lot of info ex; key verses from each bible, timeline

of important bible events, a Read-Through-The-Bible in a yr plan plus a lot more. The cover is really

soft, The words are small but besides that, it's a very nice Bible. I would definitely recommend this

Bible!

I'm reviewing two bibles, the pink KJV faux leather bibleÃ‚Â KJV DELUXE GIFT & AWARD BIBLE

(DICARTA PINK) (King James Bible)Ã‚Â and the green NKJV faux leather bibleÃ‚Â NKJV, Gift

Bible, Imitation Leather, Turquoise, Red Letter Edition.SIZE: Both are 5.5" x 9" although the green

one is slightly larger.MATERIAL: They are both supposed to be faux leather, but the green one feels

more like leather than the pink one.BINDING: The pink one is poorly bound. It is not stitched at all

and the spine is only glued onto the backing. The green one, however, is stitched and that stitching

carries through to the spine so it's very well made.VERSION: I've found that there is quite a variety

of KING JAMES VERSION bibles out there although they are all supposed to be KING JAMES

VERSION. The pink one is supposed to be KJV but does not match up with my bible from 1992,

also KJV. The green one is NKJV and much easier to read.FONT: The pink one is 6 point font. The

green one is 8 point font. Big difference and yet the green bible is not really any thicker than the pink

one.PAPER: Both have sturdy thick paper. You can underline and write in the margins and not

worry about ripping the paper.MAPS: The pink one has no maps at all. The green one has two at

the back of the bible in full color. They are gorgeous.STUDY GUIDE: The pink one has no study

guide. The green one has a 32 page study guide which includes: parables of JC, miracles of JC,

and a very large dictionary-concordance which I found fascinating (it includes photos too).GIFT

PAGE: Both include a front gift page so you can gift it to someone. I didn't like that both gift pages

are kind of stuck to the front end flap.EXTRAS: The green one had maps and the study guide listed

above. The pink one has "66 Bible Books at a Glance" which is really nice, "Key Verses from each

Bible Book" which was short and disappointing, "Timeline of Important Bible Events" which is one of

the coolest "extras" I've ever gotten in a bible, "50 Old Testament Prophecies of Christ and their

New Testament Fulfillment" which was interesting, "Important Names/Titles of God, Jesus, and the

Holy Spirit" which was also interesting, "25 Key Sayings of Jesus" which was okay, "25 Key Biblical

Concepts" which was meh, "25 Great Promises of Scripture" which was also meh, a short

dictionary-concordance with no pictures (the green one has pictures), and a One Year study plan for

reading the entire bible which was disappointing.The green Thomas Nelson bible is made much

better than the pink Barbour Publishing one, hands down. It's also much easier to read and the



pages have gilded silver edges so it looks like a bible. The pink one is flimsy and put together with

glue.The green Thomas Nelson bible is also easier to read. I now prefer the NKJV over KJV and I

think there are a lot of bible publishers out there who are calling their bibles KJV when they vary

slightly from the original KJV from the 90s.Extras: The dictionary-concordance (with pictures) and

maps in the green Thomas Nelson bible are beautifully done. The extras in the pink Barbour

Publishing bible are not. If I were to keep the pink one, it would be solely for the extras and not for

the actual bible because I don't think it's going to last long at all with no stitching to keep it together.I

purchased both bibles myself and they were on sale for $7.50 each. The best time to buy a bible is

right before Easter, usually in March of each year because that's when people gift them to their

nieces, nephews, children, and grandchildren.

It's a nice Bible overall , well built but its not complete. I got this for my sister and we found that for

Psalms it was missing chapters 11-41. It was very disappointing.Re-updatedOur problem was taken

into consideration and we were sent a new Bible and are very satisfied with it. My sister loves it!

THE PRINT IS A LITTLE SMALL, I WEAR READING GLASSES ANYWAY BUT, IT IS

GORGEOUS.THE TEXTURE FEELS ALMOST LIKE ITS SUEDE, I LOVE IT! ! !

Just the cutest Bible ever. The workmanship and quality are extraordinary (especially for such a

reasonable price). Print is quite small but I can work with that. No regrets. Time to get some Bible

study done!

I bought this for my daughter, and she loves it. The material used for the outside is very soft and

flexible. A +

The reason I'm giving it a 4 star and not 5 is because the print is too small.
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